In continuing the .study of the interactions of antiprotons in nuclear emulsions, we have examined a total leftgth of 16.0 meters of antiproton path in the energy region 50 to ZOO Mev. We report here on our measurements of the elastic scattering of antiprotons in nuclear emulsion. The total path length was obtained from the various exposures to the unse~rated antiproton beam 1 and from a
'
' z separated-beam exposure.
In theee experiments stacks of 600-micron Ilford 0.5 nuclear emulsion have been exposed to antiprotons from the Berkeley Bevatron. For the purposes of the elastic-scattering measurement we have selected only tracks due to antiprotons identified by means of an annihilation star. In the range interval corresponding to 50 to ZOO Mev, these tracks were carefully examined for scattering events with projected angle of scattering greater than 2°. A scattering event was accepted as elastic if there was no visible change of grain density and no visible recoil or excitation of the struck nucleus. The grain'.-count criterion adopted eliminates inelastic scattering ev:ents with AT-p / Tp J. 0~.2.
However, some slightly inelastic scattering events -3-
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We have checked. our Gcanning efficiency both by rescanning and by measuring a sample in which we included projected angles greater tha·n 1.5°.
In the latter ·case we :tl,lay. cor.npare the results with point nucleus Rutherford scattering. Figure 1 shows ·the results on 8.1 meters of antiproton track. For scattering events with projected angle greater than. 2° the scanning efficiency is 100%. A total of 111 such scattering events were found in 16 rneters of path length. 
The quantity R appearing in Eq. (l) is the radius of a sphere corresponding to. the measured annihilation cross section as observed for nuclei in nuclear emulsions in the energy reg~on 50 to 200 Mev. In order to deduce the value of R .for the individual elements in emulsion, we have assurned an A l/ 3 dependence· for R.
Here R is to be regarded as a measure of the number of partial waves being absorbed by the nucleus rather than as a measure of the nuclear radius. 1he calculated angular distribution was averaged over the energy interval considered here as well as for the clements in nuclear emulsion (excluding H)--na·mely, Ag, Br, C, 0, and N. '\Ve do not observe a rise in the backward direction, ae would be predicted 5 by the charged-black-sphere model, presumably because of reflection from the (assu,red}" sharp nuclear boundary. The angular distribution at forward 6 angles, however, is not particularly sensitive to the details of the nuclear edge, . because of the very large absorptive contribution; thus our shnplified model should be valid for small angles.
In seems likely, then, that the elastic scattering can be fitted within the accuracy of our experiment, by a model in which all the elastic scattering occurs as a consequence of the strong nuclear absorption of antiprotons. This con- Thus the discrepancy in the interval Z4 to 180 is alrea y as high aa lS events predicted to one event found.
In all of the foregoing we have neglected the spin of the antiproton. We have studied the azimuthal dependence of the elastic scattering events and find no asymmetry. However, the antiprotons obtained in these experiments were produced at .very nearly 0 degrees to the incoming proton beam, so that we would expect the polarization to be essentially zero. We have also studied the events in which the same antiproton scatters twice. For euch events the antiproton can preeumably be polarized in the fl rst scatterin& and then be analyzed by the second scattering. To date we have o'bserved a total of SS pairs of two succea1ive scattering events. Of these, in 33 cases the second scattering occurs in the same direction as the first while in 22 cases the second scattering occurs in the opposite direction. Thus so far no definite conclusion can be reached on the polarization of antiprotons by elastic scattering in nuclear emulelona. UCRL-8ZSCJ Table I . 
